
What is a Biobank?
Biobanks collect and store high quality human samples (tissues  
and bodily fluids). Researchers can apply to Biobanks to analyse  
the samples for their research to improve diagnosis  
and treatment for patients. 

Researchers could use your samples to:

 Find out how diseases develop in order to  
try and prevent them

 Find new ways to diagnose and 
treat diseases

 Develop and test new drugs

 Try and work out which treatments work for 
particular groups of patients

 Find better ways of controlling side effects  
and symptoms

The Northern Ireland Biobank (NIB) provides  
an ethical and governance framework to consent 
patients and collect tissue samples across a 
range of disease types.  

Our vision is to be a world leading regional 
biobank consenting and collecting samples 
from patients throughout Northern Ireland.

All information is treated confidentially and no 
researcher will ever receive patient-identifiable 
information from the NIB. 

Supporting Biomarker Discovery
and Translational Research 

NIB has the infrastructure   to collect:-

n Fresh frozen tissue

n Formalin-fixed paraffin embedded tissue

n Pre- and post-operative blood samples
(serum, plasma, buffy coats, whole blood)

n Urine samples

n Saliva samples 

Tissue Microarrays an essential
platform for biomarker discovery

The NIB works in collaboration with the Northern
Ireland Molecular Pathology Laboratory (Centre for
Cancer Research & Cell Biology, Queen’s University
Belfast), to develop clinically and pathological well
annotated cancer type specific Tissue Microarrays
(TMAs) in order to facilitate, on a single slide, the
rapid analysis of samples from multiple patients. 

The NIB IT management system is integrated with
virtual microscopy to allow evaluation of samples
on-line prior to tissue based research.

NIB approved projects can also make use of a TMA
toolbox facility to facilitate the aggregation of
images, scores, clinical and pathological data in a
single interface.

The Northern Ireland Biobank (NIB) is a collaboration between Queens University
Belfast and the Belfast Health and Social Care Trust.  The vision of the bank is to have
readily accessible, high quality, well annotated tumour samples to support biomedical
research within academia and industry locally, nationally and internationally. 

Northern Ireland Biobank
Centre for Cancer Research and Cell Biology
Queens University Belfast
97 Lisburn Road, Belfast  BT9 7BL
Telephone: 028 9097 2915

Website: www.nibiobank.org
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Good clinical practice will take care of the patients of the present but good 
biomedical research is necessary to take care of the patients of the future. 

WORKING FOR BETTER HEALTH


